Kinetics of cytolytic T lymphocyte binding to target cells in suspension.
Cytolytic T lymphocytes (CTL) were able to specifically bind and lyse allogeneic P815 tumor cells and LPS blast cells in suspension. An assay was developed to measure the rate of target cell binding in suspension independent of the rate of lysis. Target cell binding was found to plateau within 3 hr in suspension. The presence of free, functional CTL and targets at these plateaus was demonstrated, indicating that target cell binding was an equilibrium process. Scatchard plots were used to derive values for Kd (apparent affinity) and bmax (maximum binding). Target cell binding in suspension could not be blocked by purified plasma membranes. Target cell binding was compared for CTL generated by secondary in vitro stimulation with intact cells or with purified membranes. These 2 CTL populations yielded distinct values for Kd and bmax. Implications of this kinetic difference for CTL recognition of purified plasma membranes are discussed.